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LM2500 Gas Turbine Course 
 

Chapter 1 – Overview 

This chapter provides a brief overview of the LM2500 gas turbine components and support 

systems.  The LM2500 is an aero-derivative design gas turbine.  For this course, a base 

LM2500 unit with a single annular combustor is used. 

Chapter 2 - Inlet Air System 

The air that is used for combustion and turbine compartment cooling is provided by the inlet 

air system.  This system will condition ambient air via heat exchangers, filters, or other 

cooling device for use in the turbine. 

Chapter 3 - Accessory Drive 

This chapter reviews the operation and purpose of the accessory gearbox.  The AGB 

provides the motive force, from the compressor shaft, for several pumps and accepts input 

torque during startup. 

Chapter 4 - Compressor Section 

The compressor section provides high-pressure, high-temperature combustion air.  The 

compressor contains equipment to prevent compressor stall and is a source for cooling air 

used throughout the machine. 

Chapter 5 - Fuel Gas System 

This chapter provides a review of the fuel gas delivery system; it includes a description of 

the equipment used to create combustion and how the process occurs to create 

mechanical torque. 

Chapter 6 - Turbine Section 

The LM2500 contains a two-stage, high-pressure turbine to drive the compressor.  A 

second, 6-stage low pressure turbine section drives the generator.  

Chapter 7 - Lube Oil System 

The combustion turbine contains a unique lube oil system, which allows for the high-speed 

rotation of both HP and LP systems.   A second oil system for the generator provides 

service for its operation. 
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Chapter 8 - Hydraulic Oil Systems 

This gas turbine contains two hydraulic systems; the control oil system to provide the 

hydraulic force to operate the variable stator vanes and the hydraulic oil system to provide 

the force for the gas control valve and water injection flow control valve. 

Chapter 9 - Hydraulic Start System 

This chapter covers the operation of the remote hydraulic start system used by this 

combustion turbine.  The system includes a skid and local hydraulic pump that rolls the 

machine from the accessory gearbox. 

Chapter 10 – Firing 
 
This is a step-by-step sequence of starting the combustion turbine from zero speed to full 
load.  There are a few important hold points that are covered in detail. 
 
Chapter 11 – Turbine Troubleshooting 
 
This section will provide the list common issues which may occur during the operation of 
the combustion turbine.  Each event has the conditions and actions listed. 
 
Chapter 12 – Combustion Turbine Maintenance 
 
This section provides a list of typical preventive maintenance activities for the combustion 
turbine.  The list is arranged by interval and list general steps with its performance. 
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Ch1 – Overview   

1. Enclosures  

 

 
 

a. The General Electric LM2500 gas turbine unit and electric AC generator are skid mounted 

and provided with an acoustic enclosure complete with auxiliary and safety systems. 

b. The turbine compartment ventilation air is filtered air from the inlet house. One of two 100 

percent capacity vane axial fans pulls air through and out of the compartment for cooling. 

c. The generator compartment is cooled by one of two 100 percent capacity vane axial fans. 

The compartment is maintained at a slight positive pressure to prevent explosive gas from 

collecting. 

 

 

Classroom Discussion Point: 

The LM2500 gas turbine is available in three different configurations: LM2500 (22MW), LM2500+ 

(28MW), and LM2500+G4 (32MW).  (33,600 shaft hp) 

The gas turbines are also used in mechanical drive (such as ship propulsion) and tractor 

trailer-mounted temporary duty (TM2500). 

The LM2500+ and LM2500+G4 have an extra compressor stage (17).  The difference between 

the LM2500+ and +G4 is increased mass flow due to design improvements of the blades 

(increased compression ratio from 20:1 to 23.1:1). 
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All models can be equipped with a single annular combustor (SAC, used for this training course) 

or a dry-low emissions (DLE) combustion system. 

Classroom Discussion Point: 

The SAC model can operate on multiple fuel types, such as fuel oil, naphtha, propane, coke oven 

gas, ethanol, and liquid natural gas.  Its NOx emission is around 25 ppm.  Steam or water 

injection can be used to reduce emission production.  The SAC uses 30 nozzles. 

The DLE model produces a low 15 ppm NOx, but only on natural gas without a selective catalytic 

reduction system.  This model will not use steam or water injection.  The DLE uses a total of 75 

nozzles. 

 

The heat rate of the model in this training will have a heat rate of 8,746 BTU/kw-hr (6,522 

btu/shp-hr) and an exhaust temperature of 965 degF. 
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2. Components  

 

 
 

a. The LM2500 is an aero derivative model configured for industrial applications. 

b. It is a two shaft, rear-drive, free turbine engine consisting of six basic sections: 

 A 16-stage axial flow compressor 

 Annular combustion chamber 

 2-stage high-pressure turbine 

 6-stage low pressure turbine or power turbine 

 Accessory drive 

 Exhaust diffuser 

c. The free power turbine drives the generator through a flexible coupling.   
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3. Inlet   

 
 

a. Air flows into the machine through a filter house equipped with trash screens, inlet heating 

and if installed, an evaporative cooling system. 

b. The filtered air then flows into the machine through the compressor front frame. The inlet 

section consists of a bellmouth and a bullet nose. 

c. The bellmouth and bullet nose are epoxy coated aluminum to provide a rigid and smooth 

transition for the incoming air.  
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Below is a view of the inlet bellmouth and cone. 
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4. Compressor  
 

 
 

a. The compressor raises the pressure of the inlet air to approximately 270 psig. The 

compressor assembly is comprised of the compressor front frame, a 16-stage compressor, 

variable geometry compressor stator, and the compressor rear frame. IGVs and the first six 

stages of the stator vanes have variable geometry control to provide stall-free operation of 

the compressor throughout the operating range. 

b. The compressor rear frame supports the rear of the compressor rotor and directs the 

discharged compressed air into the combustion section.  
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Classroom Discussion Point: 

The following picture is of the compressor casing.  Some of the holes are for the variable stator 

vanes and some are for air extraction. 
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5. Combustor  

 

 
 

a. The combustion section enables air-fuel mixing and ignition. It consists of one annular 

combustion chamber formed by an inner and outer liner or skirt, a dome assembly, and cowl 

assembly.   

b. Thirty evenly spaced fuel nozzles, mounted in the dome assembly, extend into the 

combustor to deliver high-pressure fuel for combustion. Two spark igniters provide ignition.  
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6. HP Turbine  

 

 
 

a. The high=pressure turbine allows the hot combustion gases to expand, converting the 

thermal energy to the rotating shaft power necessary to drive the compressor rotor.   

b. The high=pressure turbine section includes the two-stage high-pressure rotor first and 

second stage nozzle assemblies and the turbine mid-frame. 

c. The high=pressure turbine blades and nozzles are internally cooled by the compressor 

discharge air pressure or the CPD.   
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7. Midframe  

 

 
 

a. The turbine midframe supports the aft end of the high-pressure turbine rotor and the forward 

end of the power turbine rotor. It acts as a diffuser for a smooth flow of hot gases from the 

high-pressure turbine to the power turbine. 
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8. Power Turbine  

 

 
 

a. The power turbine converts the thermal energy of the high-pressure turbine exhaust gases 

to the shaft rotating power necessary to drive the electrical generator. 

b. The power turbine consists of a six-stage rotor, power turbine stator case, and the power 

turbine rear frame. 

c. The power turbine is mechanically independent from the high-pressure turbine with no shaft 

connection. 

d. Hot discharge gases from the power turbine are directed though the exhaust diffuser out of 

the machine. 
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9. Accessory Drive  

 

 
 

a. The accessory drive housing provides a mounting point and motive power for: 

 Main lube oil supply and scavenge oil pump 

 Hydraulic pump 

 Air-oil separator 

 Variable stator vane control oil pump 

b. Power to drive the accessories is extracted through a set of bevel gears and a radial shaft, 

which is connected to the compressor rotor by a spline. 

c. The accessory drive also allows the hydraulic start motor to drive the turbine during startup. 
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10. Generator  

 

 
 

a. The generator converts the rotating shaft power developed by the gas turbine into electrical 

power.   

b. The generator is a 3-phase brushless, water-cooled unit, rated at 23.0 MW, and suitable for 

base load or peak duty.  

c. Generator bearing lubrication is furnished by a mineral oil lube oil system. An auxiliary AC 

pump is provided to supply lube oil until the shaft driven pump rotation is sufficient to take 

over the oil distribution function. 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  Below is a typical arrangement of the 

LM2500 gas turbine compartment within a ship. 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  Below is a typical arrangement of the 

LM2500 gas turbine compartment within a ship. 
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Test  

1) Compartments  

 

The generator compartment is maintained at a slight positive pressure to prevent 

explosive gas from collecting. 

A.  True 

B.  False  

2) Components   

 

Which of the following components do not exist on the LM2500 turbine? 

A.  A 16-stage axial flow compressor 

B.  6-stage low pressure turbine or power turbine 

C.  Accessory drive 

D.  LP booster 
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3) Inlet 

   

Why are the aluminum inlet bellmouth and the bullet nose components epoxy 

coated? 

A.  To minimize corrosion 

B.  To enhance the turbines appearance  

C.  To minimize air flow erosion  

D.  To provide smooth transition for the incoming air  

4) Variable Vanes   

 

The IGVs and the first six stages of the stator vanes have variable geometry control 

to provide stall-free operation of the compressor throughout the operating range. 

A.  True  

B.  False  
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5) Combustion   

 

Which of the following descriptions properly describe the LM2500 combustor design? 

A.  30-can combustor housing 

B.  Canned combustor with transition piece 

C.  Single annular combustion chamber  

D.  Flow directing combustor housings 

6) HP Turbine 

 

Hot gases from the combustion chamber expand through the high-pressure turbine, 

converting thermal energy into electrical energy.   

A.  True 

B.  False 
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7) Power Turbine  
 

 

What drives the power turbine, which in turn drives the generator? 

A.  A shaft connected to the power compressor 

B.  The HP turbine through a clutch and speed reducer 

C.  Hot gas expansion through the turbine blades  

D.  A shaft connected to the HP compressor 

8) Generator  
 

 

The generator is a single phase, brushless, water-cooled unit rated at 23.0 MW, and 

suitable for base load or peak duty.  

A.  True 

B.  False  
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Test Answers  

1) B 

2) D 

3) D 

4) A 

5) C 

6) B 

7) C 

8) B 
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Ch2 – Inlet Air System  

1. House  

 

 
 

a. The air inlet filter house is located on a structure immediately forward of the gas turbine. The 

inlet filter house supports filtering and ducting for both combustion air and turbine 

compartment ventilation air. 
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Classroom Discussion Point: 

Air inlet house designs vary by installation.  Each house will be equipped as necessary to meet the 

buyer’s requirements; meaning some will contain evaporative coolers, cooling coils, inlet fogging 

systems, heating coils, or weather hoods.  Also, dual entry is used. 

The picture below contains heating coils and an evaporative cooler. 
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2. Flow  
 

 

a. The inlet air to the gas turbine first goes through a weather hood into the filter housing. The 

weather hood protects the filters from the effects of rain and sun. 

b. Air then passes through the heating coils, which are provided to prevent icing in the filter 

house and the filter elements during inclement weather. The coils also protect the filters 

from airborne debris and keep birds out of the filter house.  
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3. Components  

 

 
 

a. After the heating coils, the air passes evaporative media, which is used to cool the incoming 

combustion air and ventilation air. The cooler combustion air will increase turbine output due 

to the increased mass flow rate.   

b. The cooler ventilation air will keep the enclosure temperatures within specified operating 

ranges. The filters remove particulates from the incoming air before it is admitted to the 

compressor inlet. 
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Classroom Discussion Point: 

The following pictures are of the evaporative cooling system for this gas turbine.  The system 

reduces the temperature of the incoming air to increase its density.  Cool air is denser than humid 

air. 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  Below is a typical arrangement of the 

LM2500 gas turbine compartment within a ship. 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  Below is the inlet for the gas turbine on a 

ship.  Note that there are no filters, only demisters to remove moisture.  Just upstream of the 

silencer panels is the anti-icing distribution header.  This system directs hot air from the compressor 

8th stage to keep the temperature of the air entering the compressor above 38 degF.  An alarm is 

issued if the temperature reaches 36 degF with the anti-icing system in service. 
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4. Turbine  

 

 
 

a. The conditioned air exiting the evaporative media, used for turbine combustion, passes 

through a transition duct and silencer panels. 

b. From the silencer, clean air passes through a transition duct and into the inlet plenum and 

the LP compressor. 

c. The expansion joint isolates the turbine vibration from the inlet system.  
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5. Ventilation  
 

 
 

a. Upon entering the front of the turbine compartment, ventilation air circulates around the 

turbine to remove heat and is exhausted from the turbine compartment by roof-top 

ventilation exhaust fans. 

b. The 100% capacity exhaust fans are configured in a lead, standby operating mode. Each 

one is equipped with an inlet fire protection damper, outlet silencer, and stack cap. 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  Below is a typical arrangement of the 

LM2500 gas turbine compartment cooling system on a ship.  The hot air flows into the exhaust duct. 
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6. Compressor  

 

 
 

a. The gas turbine inlet section directs air flow into the compressor inlet of the engine. It 

provides a smooth, non-turbulent air flow into the compressor. 

b. This section consists of an inlet duct, or the bellmouth, and a center body sometimes called 

bullet nose. The bellmouth is bolted to the forward and outer flange of the compressor front 

frame. 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  The inlet into the compressor is arranged 

as follows for a ship.  The FOD screen there to prevent drawing in large debris, due to the lack of a 

filter system upstream. 
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Test  

1) Inlet Air  

 

The weather hoods protect the turbine from large debris and rain. 

A.  True  

B.  False 

2) Anti-Ice 

 

Which of the following components prevent icing in the filter house if equipped? 

A   Inlet house heater 

B.  Weather hoods 

C.  Heating coils 
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3) Transition    

 

The vertical silencer panels are used to support the reduction in size of the duct. 

A.  True  

B.  False  

4) Ventilation  

   

  Which of the following provides the ventilation air for the turbine compartment? 

A.  Compartment vent fans  

B.  Compressor air flow draft  

C.  Inlet air house evaporative coolers 
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5) Compressor  

   

The bellmouth provides smooth, non-turbulent air flow into the compressor. 

A.  True 

B.  False  
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Test Answers  

1) A 

2) C 

3) B 

4) A 

5) A 
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Ch3 – Accessory Drive  

1. Purpose  
 

 
 

a. The accessory drive section is mounted on the lower section of the compressor front frame. 

The drive is used as the motive force to roll the gas turbine during turbine start.   

b. During turbine operation, the accessory drive provides the motive force for several engine 

auxiliary support systems.  
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2. Drive Components  
 

 
 

a. The drive consists of an inlet gearbox in the hub of the front frame. This is where the radial 

shaft is connected to the turbine’s compressor shaft via a spline.  

b. The radial drive shaft then travels inside the six o'clock strut of the front frame to a transfer 

gearbox bolted underneath the front frame. 
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3. AGB Accessories   
 

 
 

a. The accessories driven by the gearbox include the hydraulic start motor, the lube oil and 

scavenge pump, hydraulic pump, air-oil separator, and the high-pressure variable stator 

control oil pump. 
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4. Starter Motor  

 

 
 

a. The hydraulic starter motor is a rotary piston pump with a fixed tilt plate. The motor receives 

hydraulic oil from the station’s hydraulic start system.   

b. The hydraulic start system is used for turbine starting, cool down, offline water wash, and 

periodic turbine purge. More about the hydraulic start system is covered in another lesson. 
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5. Lube Oil Pumps  

 

 
 

a. The lube and five-element scavenge pump, provides the motive force to supply and retrieve 

lubricating oil to and from four main oil sumps and the accessory gearbox. More about the 

lubricating oil system is covered in another lesson. 
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6. Hydraulic Oil Pump 

 

 
 

a. A hydraulic oil pump is located next to the lube oil pump. The hydraulic oil pump is used to 

provide the pressure for positioning of the fuel gas control valve and water injection control 

valve. 
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7. Air-Oil Separator   
 

 
 

a. On the other side of the accessory drive, there is a gear-driven air-oil separator.  

b. The separator removes the entrained oil from the sump vent air before the air is directed to 

the exhaust section. 
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8. Control Oil Pump   

 

 
 

a. A variable stator vane control pump, mounted on the transfer gearbox, provides high-

pressure oil for the positioning of the turbine inlet guide vanes and the variable stator vanes. 
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Test  

1) Accessory Drive  

 

The accessory drive is driven by a gearbox on the power turbine shaft. 

A.  True  

B.  False 

2) Accessory Drive Function   

 

Which of the following is not a function of the accessory drive? 

A.  It drives the hydraulic oil pump  

B.  It drives the control oil pump 

C.  It drives the fuel gas compressor  

D.  It drives the air-oil separator  
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3) Hydraulic Oil Pump   

 

What is the purpose of the hydraulic oil pump?  

A.  To provide pressure for operating the inlet guide vanes  

B.  To provide pressure for operating fuel gas and water inject control valves  

C.  To provide pressure for rolling up the turbine for startup  

D.  To provide pressure for operating the variable stator vanes  

4) Hydraulic Motor   

 

Which of the following descriptions best describe the hydraulic oil motor? 

A.  A rotary vane with variable tilt plate  

B.  A variable speed gear pump  

C.  A rotary piston with a fixed tilt plate  

D.  A variable pressure screw pump  
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5) Starter Motor  

 

The hydraulic starter motor, which is a rotary piston pump with a fixed tilt plate, 

receives oil from the turbine’s lubricating oil system.  

A.  True  

B.  False  

6) Air-Oil Separator   

 

What is the purpose of the gear-driven air-oil separator? 

A. The separator removes solids from the oil supply  

B.  The separator removes entrained fuel gas from the oil before it returns to the 

reservoir  

C.  The separator removes oil from the bearing seal air  

D.  The separator removes entrained oil from the bearing sump vent air  
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7) Hydraulic Start   

   

The hydraulic start system is used for turbine starting, cool down, offline water wash, 

and periodic turbine purge. 

A.  True 

B.  False  
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Test Answers  

1) B 

2) C 

3) B 

4) C 

5) B 

6) D 

7) A 
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Ch4 – Compressor Section  

1. Compressor Overview  

 

 
 

a. The compressor section of the LM2500 gas turbine, draws filtered conditioned air from the 

inlet house, compresses the air, and then directs the air into the combustor to support the 

combustion process.    

b. Compressed air is extracted from select stages in the process to support auxiliary functions, 

such as cooling and pressurization. 
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2. Bearings   

 

 
 

a. Air enters the compressor through the front frame assembly, which supports the forward end 

of the compressor.   

b. The front frame hub houses the A-sump, which contains the gearbox drive gear and front 

rotor roller bearing 3R. The A-sump provides lubrication for the gearbox drive gear and 

bearing 3R. 

c. The gearbox drive gear provides for rotation of the accessory drive, or AGB. The AGB is 

explained in greater detail in a separate lesson. 
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3. Compressor Design   

 

 
 

a. The compressor is a single-spool, 16-stage, variable stator design. It is driven by the high-

pressure turbine. 

b. The rotor spool and disk materials are titanium for stages 1 through 10 and Inconel for the 

remainder. The first stage blades have mid-span shrouds to reduce blade tip vibration. 

 

 

Classroom Discussion Point: 

The compressor ratio of this 16-stage compressor is 18:1 (higher for newer models, 23.1:1 for the 

G4+ model). 

The pressure at the compressor outlet will be ~270 psig and the temperature around 700 degF. 
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4. Variable Vanes   

 

 
 

a. The compressor stator has one row of inlet guide vanes and 16 stages of stator vanes. The 

IGV’s and stages 1 through 6 are variable. 

b. Vane positioning is provided by two hydraulic actuators, which position vane actuation 

levers located on each side of the compressor. Adjustable linkages are connected directly 

from the actuation levers to the actuating rings for the variable vanes. 
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5. VSV Function   

 

 
 

a. While the compressor is designed for peak aerodynamic efficiency at full power and full 

speed, it must also operate at lower speeds. At these lower speeds, the latter stages of the 

compressor cannot consume all the air delivered by the earlier stages.  

b. The variable stators accommodate this situation by limiting the compression ratio of the first 

seven stages of the compressor at low speeds and changing the compression at higher 

speeds. The remaining stator stages are composed of fixed blades. 
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Classroom Discussion Point: 

When too much air flows to the aft stages, the air flow is disrupted, causing temporary flow 

blockage and reversal.  This is called compressor stall and is evident by loud banging. 

The diagram on the following page shows how the disrupted air flow over the blade surfaces 

causes turbulence downstream. 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  Below is the diagram for the operation of 

the VSV control system.  Note that most of these components are enclosed within the pump unit. 

 Note: gas generator is referring to the HP rotor system. 

 Operation starts at the pump, receiving oil from the lube oil system.  A regulating valve at 

the pump discharge maintains system operating pressure at 400 psig. 

 The flyweight moves down as HP rotor speed increases, permitting pressure atop the 

differential servo piston, which when it moves down, it pulls up on the L3 linkage.  Note that 

the CIT sensor will add a slight change to the movement of L3 link. 

 The L3 link pulls up on the feedback lever, which positions the servo valve to allow flow to 

the VSV actuators, extending them, and pushing the actuation arm down. 

 The feedback cable slows the operation of the servo as it approaches its position. 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  Below the operation schedule for the 

VSVs.  Select the temperature curve first, then follow the HP rotor speed, and last the angle of the 

vanes on the left. 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  Overall vane control system 

arrangement. 
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6. Air Extraction  

 

 
 

a. Three bleed manifolds are welded to the stator casings. Bleed air is extracted from the inner 

annulus areas of the tips of the stage eight vanes and is used for sump pressurization and 

cooling. 

b. Bleed air, extracted at the stage nine vanes, is used for power turbine cooling, and power 

turbine forward seal pressurization, it is also combined with 13th stage air for pressurization 

of the power turbine balance piston cavity. 

c. Bleed air, extracted at the stage thirteen vanes, is used for cooling the second stage high-

pressure turbine nozzle. 
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Eighth Stage Bleed: 

 A sump pressurization and cooling air – via an eductor to draw ambient air to reduce 

the temperature of the 8th stage air. 

 Inlet heating 

 Power turbine sump pressurization and cooling 

 

Ninth Stage Bleed: 

 Cooing of 13th stage air used for power turbine cooling and thrust balance. 

 C sump cooling air 

 

Thirteenth Stage Bleed: 

 Power turbine cooling and thrust balance. 

 2nd stage HP turbine nozzle cooling air 
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Classroom Discussion Point: 

Below are pictures of the piping connections to struts within that section of the turbine for air to 

flow. 

The second picture also shows an oil supply line that travels within the air duct/strut to interior of 

the turbine section. 
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7. Rear Frame   

 

 
 

a. The compressor rear frame assembly consists of the outer case, struts, and the B sump 

housing. Its outer case supports the combustor, the fuel manifolds, fuel nozzles, spark 

igniters, and the second stage turbine nozzle support. 

b. The compressor rear frame B sump houses bearings 4R and 4B.  
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8. Discharge Air  

 

 
 

a. The majority of air discharged from the compressor enters the combustor section where it 

mixes with fuel and is ignited.   

b. The rest of the discharged air is used for cooling the high-pressure turbine structure, first 

stage nozzle, and the turbine blades.  
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Compressor section instrumentation: 

 

Limitations for HP rotor speed: 

 Trip at 9,950 rpm 

Limitations for vibration the HP system: 

 Alarm at 4 mils +/- 1 mil 

 Trip at 7 mils +/- 1 mil 
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Classroom Discussion Point: 

The effects of ambient temperature on turbine output production.  As temperature rises, the air 

becomes less dense, less density means lower mass, which results in decreasing output and vice 

versa when the ambient temperature drops.   

Humidity also has a similar effect on turbine output, as the humidity rises, the air becomes less 

dense, decreasing output and vice versa.   
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Test  

1) Compressor Overview 

 

Compressed air is extracted from select stages in the process to support auxiliary 

functions, such as cooling and pressurization.  

A.  True  

B.  False 

2) Bearings 

 

Besides bearing 3R, what other component is located in the A sump? 

A.  The hydraulic motor drive  

B.  Journal bearing 2 and 3 

C.  The control oil pump  

D.  Gearbox drive gear  
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3) Compressor Design  

 

What feature is installed on the first stage compressor blades to reduce blade tip 

vibration? 

A.  Honeycomb shrouds  

B.  Mid-span shrouds  

C.  P-cut notches  

D.  Fir tree slots 

4) Variable Vanes 

 

Vane positioning is provided by two electric actuators which position vane actuation 

levers located on each side of the compressor.  

A.  True  

B.  False 
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5) VSV Function  

 

What component allows the gas turbine to operate efficiently at lower speeds? 

A.  The accessory drive gear 

B.  The gas supply regulating valves  

C.  The variable stator vanes  

D.  The 13th stage extraction air  

6) Air Extraction 

 

Bleed air, extracted at the stage nine vanes, is used for power turbine cooling and 

power turbine forward seal pressurization. 

A.  True  

B.  False  
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7) Rear Frame 

 

The LM2500 B Sump houses which bearings? 

A.  Bearing 2R, 2B, and 2J 

B.  Bearing 1A and 1B 

C.  Bearing 4R and 4B  

D.  Bearing 3A and 4J 

8) Discharge Air  

 

All air discharged from the compressor enters the combustor section, where it will 

mix with fuel and be ignited.   

A.  True 

B.  False  
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Test Answers  

1) A 

2) D 

3) B 

4) B 

5) C 

6) A 

7) C 

8) B 
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Ch5 – Fuel Gas System  

1. Gas System  

 

 
 

a. The fuel gas system is designed to maintain flow, pressure, inlet temperature, and gas 

quality. Fuel gas piping is sized for low pipe velocities to reduce noise levels and to provide 

for gas surge volume in the supply piping. 
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2. Gas Flow   

 

 
 

a. Just prior to entering the turbine enclosure, the fuel gas flows through a filter unit to remove 

any contaminates.   

b. The conditioned gas flows to the turbine compartment where it is regulated by the gas 

control valve, which is positioned by the control system based on the desired power output. 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  Below is a typical arrangement of the 

LM2500 gas turbine fuel oil delivery system at the turbine.  Fuel at low pressure is supplied to the 

pump which will increase the fuel, pass it through regulating valves (one metering and two 

shutdown isolation), and onto the fuel nozzles for combustion. 

This example arrangement contains a mechanical metering valve (spool type like a servo) and a 

pressurizing valve to ensure proper system pressure (spring equipped valve). 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference: 

 Fuel is supplied to the boost centrifugal element which discharge into a circumferential 

scroll.  The fuel flows through a screen and to the positive displacement gear element. 

 A relief valve opens at 1350 psig if necessary. 

 Fuel flow continues to an external 46-micron filter with a bypass relief valve. 

 The high-pressure fuel carries on to the metering valve (mechanical or electronic). 

 Normal operating pressure 150 – 900 psig.  Pressure increases as HP rotor speed 

increases. 

 Maximum fuel oil temperature at header is 150 degF. 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  Fuel pump, driven by accessory 

gearbox.  Located at far left, looking forward on turbine. 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  Fuel oil pump in service: 
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3. Combustor   

 

 
 

a. The combustor is annular and consists of four major components, which are riveted 

together: the cowl or diffuser assembly, dome, the inner liner, and outer liner. 

b. The cowl assembly, in conjunction with the compressor rear frame, serves as a diffuser and 

distributor for the compressor discharge air. 

c. The dome provides a mounting surface for the swirl cups. 
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4. Liner  
 

 
 

a. The inner and outer liner are a series of overlapping rings joined by resistance-welded and 

brazed joints. They’re protected from the high combustion heat by circumferential film-

cooling. Primary combustion and cooling air enters through closely spaced holes in each 

ring. These holes help center the flame and admit the balance of the combustion air. Dilution 

holes are employed on the outer and inner liners for additional mixing to lower the gas 

temperature at the turbine inlet. 

b. Combustor/turbine nozzle air seals at the aft end of the liners prevent excessive air leakage, 

while allowing for thermal growth.  
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In the picture below, we are aft looking forward into the combustor with the liner removed.  The 

holes for the fuel nozzles are visible around the perimeter of the struts. 
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5. Nozzles   
 

 
 

a. The combustor rear frame incorporates 30 fuel nozzle pads, each providing a path to the 

combustor chamber. Each of the 30 fuel nozzles are comprised of a nozzle block with a 

drilled passage for gas flow and a drilled passage for injection water flow. Between the 

nozzle block and the combustor, is a swirl cup. 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  Below is a fuel oil nozzle. 
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6. Annular Gas Header   

 

 
 

a. Fuel gas is fed to an annular gas header, which surrounds the rear of the compressor 

casing.    

b. The header is connected to each nozzle, through hard formed stainless-steel tubes. 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  Below a fuel oil header and piping from it 

to each fuel nozzle. 
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7. Water Injection   

 

 
 

a. Water is used for NOx emissions reduction.   

b. The water is supplied from a ring header located around the compressor rear frame 

assembly.   

c. Hard formed stainless-steel distribution tubing connects the ring header to each fuel nozzle. 

 

  

Classroom Discussion Point: 

Water injection is used to reduce the temperature of combustion.  High combustion temperature 

produces an elevated NOx emission. 

The water injection pump provides water at a pressure around 400 psig; around 15 gpm are 

consumed at full load. 
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8. Compressor Discharge Air  
 

 
 

a. Air discharged from the compressor section enters the combustion section to meet the cowl 

assembly first. The cowl assembly separates the air into two air streams. 

b. Approximately 20% of the air enters the fuel nozzles while the other 80% flows around the 

cowl assembly and forward to the outer perimeter of the combustion liners. 

c. At the liners, air enters the combustion zone through holes to create an air film to keep the 

liners cool and keep the flame stable. 
 

 

 

Classroom Discussion Point, From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference: 

The ideal fuel ratio is 15 parts air to 1 part fuel.  The turbine flows 442,800 lbs. of air and 

approximately 9,000 lbs of fuel every hour. 
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9. Swirler   

 

 
 

a. Gas enters the combustor through the swirl cup assembly.   

b. The swirl cup induces a vortex at each fuel nozzle tip, which provides flame stabilization and 

mixing of the fuel and air.   

c. Accumulation of carbon on the fuel nozzle tips is prevented by venture-shaped spools 

attached to the swirler. 
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10. Igniters  

 

 
 

a. The igniters are located at the 4 and 5 o’clock positions.   

b. The combustor liners contain the penetrations for insertion of the igniters. 

c. There are 2 flame sensor assemblies located on the compressor rear frame. 
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11. Gas Control  

 

 
 

a. The mixed gas is then ignited within the combustor liner center.  

b. This hot gas will expand into the HP turbine.   

c. The amount of gas introduced into the machine will be controlled based on the desired 

power output until the maximum, or base load, is reached. 
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12. Flame Sensors  

 

 
 

a. The flame sensor detects the flame by sensing ultraviolet, or UV radiation, which is the 

result of the combustion of hydrocarbon fuels.   

b. The sensor indicates that flame has been established in the combustion chamber and 

allows the startup sequence to continue. 

c. The flame sensor will also indicate a loss of flame condition. In this event, the turbine control 

system would then immediately isolate fuel to the machine. 
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Test  

1) Gas System 

 

Fuel gas piping is sized for low pipe velocities to reduce noise levels and to provide 

for gas surge volume in the supply piping. 

A.  True  

B.  False  

2) Gas Flow 

 

What is the purpose of the gas control valve? 

A.  To control combustion gas and air mixture before entering the combustor 

B.  To control the flow of mixing gas when operating on mixed fuels  

C.  To regulate the flow of gas based on the desired unit output 

D.  To shut off gas flow in an emergency 
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3) Combustor  

 

What is the purpose of the cowl assembly? 

A.  It diverts the bleed air for turbine cooling 

B.  It serves as a diffuser and distributor for the compressor discharge air  

C.  It protects the liner from excessive heat 

D.  It provides the penetrations for the igniter and flame sensors  

4) Liner  

 

The liner rings are protected from the high combustion heat by circumferential film 

cooling.  

A.  True  

B.  False  
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5) Nozzles 

 

Which of the following best describes the fuel nozzle design? 

A.  It is a venturi tube with a butterfly flapper 

B.  It is a spring-loaded injector valve 

C.  It is a nozzle block with a drilled passage for gas flow 

D.  It is a solenoid-controlled plug valve  

6) Annular Gas Header 

 

The annular gas header, which surrounds the rear of the compressor casing, is 

connected to each nozzle through a hard rubber hose. 

A.  True  

B.  False 
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7) Water Injection  

 

What is the purpose of injecting water into the combustor nozzles? 

A.  To cool the nozzle tips to prevent damage 

B.  To supply plant electrical power when the turbine generators are shutdown 

C.  To prevent carbon buildup on the turbine blade tips 

D.  To reduce NOx emissions  

8) Flame Sensor  

 

Should the flame sensor indicate a loss of flame, the fuel will be immediately isolated 

to the machine. 

A.  True   

B.  False 
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Test Answers  

1) A 

2) C 

3) B 

4) A 

5) C 

6) B 

7) D 

8) A 
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Ch6 – Turbine Section  

1. Turbine Sections  
 

 
 

a. The turbine is comprised of the high-pressure turbine and power turbine sections.   

b. The first section to process combustion gases is the high-pressure turbine. The two-stage 

high-pressure turbine drives the compressor. 

c. After passing through the high-pressure turbine, the hot gases are directed into the six-stage 

power turbine, which drives the electric generator. 
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Below is the first stage nozzles, note the cooling holes on the leading edge and along the 

length of each vane. 
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High Pressure Turbine Section: 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  Air flow through the HP turbine for the 

rotating blades. 

 

 
 

 

From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  Air flow through the first and second 

stage blades 
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Pictures of the power turbine: 
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Pictures of the turbine mid frame:  This supports the end of the HP rotor and the power turbine 

rotor.  Note the increase in cooling air since it sits within the hot exhaust. 
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2. Bearings   

 

 
 

a. A combination of ball bearings and roller bearings support the weight and manage the thrust 

of the two LM2500 shafts.   

b. The bearings for the compressor HP turbine shaft support are located in the compressor 

front frame and the compressor rear frame.   

c. Bearings for the power turbine are located in the turbine mid-frame and the turbine rear-

frame. The bearings are covered in more detail in another lesson.  
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3. Turbine Speeds   
 

 
 

a. Hot, high-pressure gas is expanded through the two-stage high-pressure turbine and the 

six-stage power turbine, converting the thermal energy of the hot gases into mechanical 

rotation.   

b. The power turbine drives the AC generator at a constant speed of 3,600 rpm, the high-

pressure system rotates at approximately 5,800 rpm at idle and 10,000 rpm at base load. 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  diagram of the Power turbine speed 

sensor.  The gap of 0.010 to 0.015 inch between the rotor and tip of the sensor. 
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4. Cooling Air   

 

 
 

a. Both stages of the high-pressure turbine blades are internally cooled by air extracted from 

the compressor. 

b. There are several manifolds located around the engine originating from the compressor, 

which provide cooling air to various areas of the turbine. 
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Eighth Stage Bleed: 

 A sump pressurization and cooling air – via an eductor to draw ambient air to reduce the 

temperature of the 8th stage air. 

 Inlet heating 

 Power turbine sump pressurization and cooling 

 

Ninth Stage Bleed: 

 Cooing of 13th stage air used for power turbine cooling and thrust balance. 

 C sump cooling air 

 

Thirteenth Stage Bleed: 

 Power turbine cooling and thrust balance. 

2nd stage HP turbine nozzle cooling air 
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Power turbine inlet temperature: 

 Alarm at 1,530 degF 

 Trip at 1,575 degF 
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5. Exhaust   

 

 
 

a. Exhaust gas exits the power turbine and enters into the SCR assembly for NOx treatment 

before being discharged out of the stack. 

b. A high-speed flex shaft connects the power turbine shaft to the generator shaft and runs 

through the exhaust duct assembly. 
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Test  

1) Turbine Sections 

 

A four-stage high-pressure turbine drives the compressor.  

A.  True  

B.  False  

2) Bearings   

 

What type of bearings are used in the LM2500 to support the rotors? 

A.  A combination of frictionless and babbitt-lined bearings 

B.  A combination of pivoted pad and elliptical journal bearings 

C.  A combination of journal and thrust bearings 

D.  A combination of roller and ball bearings  
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3) Turbine Speeds 

 

What is the energy process that takes place within the HP turbine blades? 

A.  Thermal energy is converted to potential energy 

B.  Thermal energy is converted to electrical energy 

C.  Mechanical energy is converted to electrical energy 

D.  Thermal energy is converted to mechanical rotation  

4) Cooling Air  

 

Both stages of the high-pressure turbine blades are internally cooled by air extracted 
from the compressor. 

A.  True  

B.  False  
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5) Power Turbine Shaft   

 

Which of the following best describes the connection between the power turbine and 

the generator? 

A.  The power turbine is connected to a speed reduction gear drive connected to the 

generator 

B.  There is no direct connection to the generator, hot gas expansion drives the 

generator 

C.  A high-speed flex shaft connects the power turbine shaft to the generator shaft  

D.  The power turbine is connected to a speed reduction gear through a clutched 

generator shaft 
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Test Answers  

1) B 

2) D 

3) D 

4) A 

5) C 
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Ch7 – Lube Oil System  

1. Synthetic Oil  

 

 
 

a. The LM2500 turbine lubrication is provided by a synthetic lube oil system. 

b. The purpose of the turbine’s synthetic lube oil system is to provide cool, clean synthetic 

lubricating oil to the gas turbine bearings, accessory drive gears, and shaft splines. 

c. The system consists of an oil storage reservoir, filters, an engine mounted pump, an off-

base oil cooler mounted on the roof of the turbine enclosure, an air/oil separator mounted to 

the accessory drive, and various regulating and check valves.  

 

 

  

Classroom Discussion Point: 

The gas turbine lube oil system is not shared with the generator.  The generator's lube oil system 

uses mineral-based oil. 
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2. Reservoir   
 

 

 

a. Approximately 130 gallons of synthetic lube oil are stored in the on-base, 150-gallon 

capacity stainless steel reservoir. The reservoir is located on the gas turbine base just aft of 

the turbine’s instrument panel. Lube oil supply duplex filters and the lube oil scavenge 

duplex filters are located above the reservoir. Filters can be shifted and replaced during gas 

turbine operation. 
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Marine-based combustion turbine lube oil skid: 
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3. Oil Pump  
 

 
 

a. The accessory gear driven pump contains one lube oil pump and a 5-element scavenge 

pump. One of the elements, the supply element, takes a suction from the oil reservoir and 

supplies cool lubricating oil to the accessory drive gears and bearing sumps A through D. 

The other 5 elements, referred to as scavenge pumps, remove the hot oil from each of the 

bearing sumps and the accessory gearbox. 

b. Oil pumped by the supply element passes through 100% capacity redundant supply filters 

prior to supplying the bearing oil header. A tap off of the supply line to the bearing oil header 

directs oil to the variable stator vane control oil pump.  
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Classroom Discussion Point:  Oil pressures: 

Lube oil pump discharge pressure: 

 Normal 25 – 75 psia 

 High 75 – 100 psia 

Scavenge common discharge pressure: 

 Normal 25 – 85 psia 

 High 85 – 100 psia 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  Below is a drawing that includes the 

lube oil pump connections and element arrangement. 
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Marine-based combustion turbine lube oil skid: 
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4. Bearings  

 

 
 

a. Seven frictionless bearings are installed in sections along the machine, which form areas 

called sumps. There are four sumps along the length of the LM2500 turbine. 

b. Sump A contains roller bearing 3R, plus this sump contains the inlet gear for the accessory 

drive.   

c. Sump B contains roller bearing 4R and ball bearing 4B. 

d. Sump C contains roller bearing 5R and roller bearing 6R. 

e. Sump D contains roller bearing 7R and ball bearing 7B. 

f. The ball bearings are used to carry the thrust load of the gas turbine rotors. 
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5. Seals   
 

 
 

a. The sumps contain oil seals and air seals that ensure minimal oil leakage from the engine. 

This is a dry-sump design, which uses air for pressurization and scavenging for oil removal. 

b. Each sump is equipped with two sets of seals; inner oil seals and outer air seals. The space 

between the seals is pressurized from the compressor bleed connections. This 

pressurization keeps oil from escaping the inner sump and becoming a fire hazard. 
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6. Vents   

 

 
 

a. Oil is supplied to the bearings from the lube oil pump supply element. The inner sump is 

vented. These vents connect to the air-oil separator. The bottom of the sump is connected 

to an associated scavenge line, where the oil returns to the scavenge pump. 

b. The pressurized chamber between the seals also contains a drain should any oil leak 

through the oil seals.  
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7. Oil Seals  

 

 
 

a. The oil seals are a labyrinth/wind-back seal, combining a rotating seal having oil slingers 

and a serrated surface with a stationary seal having wind-back threads and a smooth rub 

surface.  

b. The oil slingers throw oil into the wind-back threads which direct the oil back to the sump 

area.  

c. The serrations cut grooves into the smooth surface of the honeycomb stationary seal to 

maintain close clearances throughout a large temperature range. This seal allows a small 

amount of seal pressurization air to leak into the sump, thereby preventing oil leakage. 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  Below is a simplified diagram for the 

operation of the sumps, sealed in with pressurized air to keep the oil within.  The sumps are 

a double barrier where the second containment drains out through a different port. 
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8. Air Seals  

 

 
 

a. The air seals are a labyrinth-honeycomb design combining a rotating serrated surface with a 

stationary honeycomb surface. The serrations cut into the honeycomb to maintain a close 

clearance maintaining the pressurized air compartment. 
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9. Air-Oil Separator   

 

 
 

a. Air/Oil mist is drawn from each sump through the turbine section struts and combines into 

one header to flow to the air-oil separator, located on the accessory drive, to prevent 

excessive oil loss from venting oil vapor overboard.  

b. The air-oil separator is mounted on the front of the accessory section of the gearbox.  

c. The oil free air exits the separator, and in this machine, it is routed to the exhaust diffuser. 
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10. Cooler   

 

 
 

a. At the common discharge of the scavenge pumps is a pair of 100% capacity redundant 

filters called the scavenge filters.   

b. Return oil from the scavenge filters passes through a shell and tube lube oil cooler. The oil 

is cooled by an AC motor-driven fan blowing cool air across the tubes. At the outlet of the 

cooler, is a three-way temperature control valve. The valve controls the oil temperature at 

110 degF. The lube oil, now cooled and filtered, returns to the lube oil reservoir. 

 

 

 

Classroom Discussion Point: 

The oil cooler is composed of four separate heat exchangers, each pair cooled by one fan.  One 

heat exchanger cooled by each fan, provides service to the gas turbine's lubrication oil system. 

The other two heat exchangers, one cooled from each fan, provides service to the generator's 

lubrication oil system; a completely independent oil system. 

While the gas turbine's oil is synthetic, the generator's oil is mineral-based since the unique 

qualities of the more expensive synthetic oil are not necessary for the generator. 
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Test  

1) Synthetic Oil  

 

The LM2500 turbine lubrication is provided by a mineral lube oil system. 

A.  True 

B.  False  

2) Reservoir 

 

The _________ gallon capacity lube oil reservoir is located _________. 

A.  130, in the turbine compartment under the engine 

B.  150, next to the turbine’s instrument panel  

C.  200, in the off-base service building 

D.  100, in the turbine compartment above the engine 
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3) Oil Pump 

 

Which of the following best describes the lube oil scavenge pump? 

A.  Accessory gearbox driven, 5-element screw pump 

B.  AC motor driven, 3-element vane pump 

C.  Accessory gearbox driven, 3-element gear pump 

D.  Accessory gearbox driven, 6-element gear pump 

4) Filtration 

 

Oil pumped by the supply element passes through 100% capacity redundant supply 
filters prior to the supplying of the bearing oil header.    

A.  True  

B.  False 
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5) Bearings  

 

What type of bearings are used to carry the thrust load of the gas turbine rotors? 

A.  Kingsbury pivoted pad thrust bearings 

B.  Ball bearings  

C.  Frictionless roller bearings 

D.  Elliptical journal bearings 

6) Seal Function  

 

Each of the sumps contain oil seals and air seals that ensure minimal oil leakage 

from the engine.    

A.  True   

B.  False 
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7) Cooler  

 

The lube oil is cooled by an AC motor driven fan blowing cool air across the tubes. 

A.  True  

B.  False 
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Test Answers  

1) B 

2) B 

3) D 

4) A 

5) B 

6) A 

7) A 
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Ch8 – Hydraulic Oil Systems 

1. Purpose  

 

 
 

a. The purpose of the hydraulic oil system is to provide high-pressure oil for performing turbine 

control and protection functions.   

b. The hydraulic oil system consists of two AGB-driven hydraulic pumping systems. 

c. One system utilizes a control oil pump for positioning the compressor variable stator vanes. 

d. The other is used to position the electro-hydraulic fuel gas control valve and the water 

injection control valve through servo valves. 
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2. Hydraulic Pump  

 

 
 

a. The hydraulic oil pump is a positive displacement gear pump with an integral pressure 

regulating valve, which controls the discharge pressure at 425 psig. 

b. An internal relief valve is provided and is set at 650 psig. 

c. The hydraulic pump receives synthetic oil from the discharge of the AGB driven oil pump. 
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3. Flow  

 

 
 

a. The discharge of the hydraulic pump is routed through a filter before being distributed to the 

components served. 

b. The pump is designed to operate with servo control valve systems where low steady state 

and high transient flows are required. 

c. When operating in the low flow steady state condition, practically all of the flow is bypassed 

back to the inlet of the pump and the outlet pressure is maintained at 425 psig. 
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4. Servo  
 

 
 

a. On control valves, position is controlled by electro-hydraulic devices called servos. Servo 

valves at each actuator receive signals from the control system and direct hydraulic fluid as 

necessary to move the mechanical components of the valve. 

b. The servos have two major parts, the first is an electrical torque motor, the second is a 

ported valve block, which contains a valve spool. 
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5. Servo Neutral   
 

 
 

a. Pressurized hydraulic fluid enters the servo block and is distributed to both sides of the 

servo spool. Without any signal from the control system, the spool will remain in its center 

position.   

b. Hydraulic fluid to the valve actuator is blocked.   

c. Channels built into the collars of the spool will allow hydraulic fluid to pass to the control 

section of the servo from both of the outer collars. This will ensure that regardless of spool 

position, fluid will always be available to the control section. 
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6. Servo Flow   

 

 
 

a. The hydraulic fluid for use in the control section of the servo will be distributed to both sides 

of the servo. 

b. The fluid at each side of the servo will now flow in two directions. The fluid, which is directed 

toward the spool, will press on the ends. With equal pressure on the outer ends of the spool, 

no movement will occur.   

c. The spool will move in the direction of the side with the lower pressure.   

d. The pressure of the fluid on the spool ends is affected by the flow of the fluid moving in the 

upward direction toward the servo nozzles. 
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7. Servo Flapper  

 

 
 

a. The nozzles have a channel where the hydraulic fluid will travel through and flow into the 

center drain port.   

b. In between the nozzles is a flapper. With the flapper perfectly centered, fluid flow from both 

nozzles is equal.   

c. As the flapper moves to the right in this instance, it will restrict flow out of the right nozzle, 

effectively increasing the pressure upstream of the nozzle. 

d. The flow out of the left nozzle will increase, effectively reducing the pressure upstream of 

the left nozzle.   
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8. Pressure Differential  
 

 
 

a. Since the flow to the nozzles affects the pressure at each end of the spool, movement of the 

flapper will change the pressures, causing movement of the spool toward the side of lower 

pressure. 

b. When the flapper moves back to the center position, the pressures will be equal, and the 

spool will return to its center position. 
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9. Actuator   
 

 
 

a. Valve actuator movement responds to the movement of the spool. The areas of the spool 

between the collars, allow the flow of hydraulic fluid into and out of the actuator. 

b. In this instance, as the spool moves to the right, the supply port will be aligned with the right 

side actuator port. The left side of the actuator will be aligned to the drain port.   

c. In this current alignment, the actuator will fill on the right side and empty on the left side, 

moving the connected valve to the desired position. 
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10. Torque Motor  

 

 
  

a. The torque motor consists of a coil assembly, which takes signals from the control system to 

move an armature, which will tilt as it reacts to the magnetic fields of the coil.   

b. A feedback spring will facilitate alignment of the flapper and spool to the center position. 

c. Depending on the ports aligned by the spool, hydraulic supply and return flow paths will be 

provided to each actuator piston, resulting in valve movement as requested by the control 

system. 
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11.  Variable Vanes  

 

 
 

a. The other hydraulic system is the variable guide vane actuating system or VGV system. Its 

purpose is to position the inlet guide vanes and the first six stationary vane stages of the 

engine compressor to the optimum angle for efficient compression at any given engine 

speed and air temperature condition. 

b. The two variable vane actuators are positioned by the control oil pump and servo, located 

on the accessory gearbox. Oil is supplied from the lube oil system. 
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Test  

1) Hydraulic System Overview  

 

The purpose of the hydraulic oil system is to provide high-pressure oil for performing 

turbine control and protection functions. 

A.  True  

B.  False  

2) Hydraulic Pumps  

 

Which of the following accurately describe the pump used in the hydraulic system? 

A.  The hydraulic oil pumps are positive displacement vane pumps. 

B.  The hydraulic oil pumps are positive displacement screw pumps. 

C.  The hydraulic oil pumps are positive displacement gear pumps.  

D.  The hydraulic oil pumps are positive displacement axial piston pumps.  
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3) Control Oil Pump Operation  

 

What design is incorporated for the control oil pump to maintain a constant outlet 
pressure of 425 psig? 

A.  Pump speed is automatically adjusted to maintain pump outlet pressure. 

B.  Excess discharge pressure is relieved back to the reservoir through a back 

pressure regulator. 

C.  Pressure at each actuator is controlled by a relief valve. 

D.  Flow is bypassed back to the inlet of the pump.  

4) Servo Valves 

 

The actuators on the turbine are driven by electro-hydraulic devices called position 
regulators.    

A.  True 

B.  False  
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5) Parts 

 

What are the two major parts of the servo valve? 

A.  An electric solenoid and actuator 

B.  A pneumatic control valve and hydraulic manifold 

C.  An electric torque motor and spool valve 

D.  A hydraulic pump and back pressure regulator  

6) Servo 

 

Without any signal from the control system, the servo spool will remain in its center 

position.   

A.  True   

B.  False 
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7) Servo Purpose  

 

What is the purpose of the servo valve? 

A.  To provide a trip signal if a control surface does not respond correctly 

B.  To regulate the hydraulic pump supply pressure based on load 

C.  To convert electronic control signals to mechanical controls action  

D.  To provide the hydraulic system temperature control 

8) Torque Motor 

 

The torque motor consists of a coil assembly, which takes signals from the control 

system to move an armature, which will tilt as it reacts to the magnetic fields of the 

coil. 

A.  True   

B.  False 
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Test Answers  

1) A 

2) C 

3) D 

4) B 

5) C 

6) A 

7) C 

8) A 
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Ch9 – Hydraulic Start System   

1. Purpose   

 

 
 

a. The LM2500 starting system is a closed hydraulic loop that circulates high-pressure 

hydraulic oil to a hydraulic starter motor mounted on the accessory gearbox. 

b. The turbine is started by using the hydraulic starter to bring the turbine up to purge speed 

and then the firing speed. The starter is also used to crank the gas turbine in support of 

operations, such as water wash and inlet and exhaust duct purging and turbine cool down.  
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2. Components   
 

 

a. Most of the hydraulic start equipment is located on a skid located on the exterior of the 

turbine enclosure. The system consists of a reservoir, a multifunction pump with 200HP AC 

motor, filtration equipment, and an air-oil heat exchanger.  
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3. Reservoir  

 

 
 

a. The hydraulic fluid is stored in a 40-gallon stainless steel reservoir. The reservoir is 

equipped with a heater to maintain a minimum of 90 degF. Level transmitter indicators are 

provided for level indication and warning alarms. 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference:  Below is a drawing of a typical pneumatic 

starter for marine applications.  The starter includes a cutout switch (remote indication), overrunning 

clutch, and splined output shaft.  The starter turbine is a single stage axial flow type.  Reduction 

gearing is compound planetary type, the clutch is a pawl and ratchet type, and a shear section of 

the output shaft to prevent over-torque.  Starter operating air pressure is 35-41 psig for start, 21+/- 1 

psig for water wash.  Air that exhausts the starter goes into the compartment. 
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4. Start Pump  
 

 
 

a. The hydraulic oil start pump assembly is a variable displacement piston pump with an 

integral charge pump, driven by a single 200 HP AC electric motor.  

b. The charge pump takes a suction on the reservoir and discharges pressurized hydraulic oil 

through a filter to the main pump suction. This oil supplies makeup oil to the main pump to 

supplement oil that is lost through the casing drains back to the reservoir.  
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5. Start Motor  

 

 
 

a. The main hydraulic pump contains a variable swash plate controlled by a solenoid-operated 

valve positioned by the control system. Hydraulic oil of up to 5,200 psi is supplied to the 

turbine’s hydraulic start motor. 

b. The swash plate position determines the amount of oil supplied and pulled from the starter 

motor. In a neutral or no-drive vertical position, the supply and suction elements rotate with 

no change in displacement, providing no oil flow and no driving force. As the angle 

increases to a drive position, oil will be displaced and the pump will start supplying oil to the 

hydraulic start motor. As the angle increases further, so will the oil flow, resulting in 

increasing start motor speed.   
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6. Swash Plate   

 

 
 

a. The start motor is a fixed plate hydraulic unit attached to the over-running clutch, which is 

attached to the turbine accessory gearbox.   

b. The starter motor contains a swash plate at a permanent angle connected to an output 

shaft. The pistons are supplied hydraulic oil through a split opening cap.   

c. The cap has two openings, one for supply and one for return, which allows only half the 

pistons at a time to receive or return oil. 
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Classroom Discussion Point: 

The picture on the following page is of a typical hydraulic start pump. 
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7. Flow   

 

 
 

a. As the oil enters the supply side, it will push the pistons inward, causing the swash plate and 

pistons to rotate. The pistons will then rotate into the return opening of the cap and the 

pressure once on this side will be reduced, allowing the piston to be pushed outward.  

b. This cycle will continue as long as oil is displaced by the hydraulic pump. 
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8. Clutch   

 

 
 

a. The clutch is a synchro-self shifting unit. There is an inner and outer race to the clutch with 

meshing teeth.  

b. The inner race is connected to the start motor while the outer race is connected to the 

accessory gearbox. The inner race contains helical splines, which are engaged to splines on 

a sliding component. The sliding component contains the input shaft teeth. 
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9. Clutch Operation   
 

 
 

a. When the input shaft rotates faster than the outer race, the sliding component will move 

toward the input shaft and engage with the teeth of the outer race. 

b. As the turbine is started and fired, its speed will increase. At a point, it will move faster than 

the input shaft and the sliding component will move away from the input shaft, disengaging 

the teeth. 

c. The main hydraulic pump will be secured at 4,500 rpm high-pressure shaft speed. 

d. Centrifugal pawls on the outer race will re-engage the clutch as the outer race speed 

decreases below that of the input shaft.  
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10. Cooler  

 

 
 

a. After the hydraulic start oil passes through the hydraulic starter motor, the majority of the oil 

returns to the suction of the main pump through a low-pressure filter. A small portion returns 

to the reservoir through the case drain return filter and the air-oil heat exchanger.  A 

temperature control valve at the outlet will divert oil to the heat exchanger to maintain its 

temperature at 120 degF. 

b. All filters in the system are simplex spin on filters and are equipped with bypass relief valves 

which will open if the maximum differential pressure is exceeded. Oil passes through the air-

oil heat exchanger and is cooled by a hydraulically driven fan.  
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Test  

1) Hydraulic Start Function  

 

The only function of the hydraulic starter is to bring the generator up to speed as the 

turbine goes through purging and firing.   

A.  True 

B.  False  

2) Hydraulic Start Pump  

 

Which of the following descriptions best fit the hydraulic oil start pump? 

A.  The hydraulic oil start pump assembly is a variable speed screw pump. 

B.  The hydraulic oil start pump assembly is a constant speed centrifugal pump. 

C.  The hydraulic oil start pump assembly is a variable speed gear pump. 

D.  The hydraulic oil start pump assembly is a variable displacement piston pump.  
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3) Charge Pump  

 

What is the purpose of the hydraulic system charge pump? 

A.  The charge pump ensures that the start system accumulator is fully charged. 

B.  The charge pump keeps the hydraulic start system reservoir level constant. 

C.  The charge pump provides the motive force to position the start system swash 

plate. 

D.  The charge pump supplies makeup oil to the main pump to supplement oil lost 

from the starting oil loop.  

4) Swash Plate  

 

As the angle of the swash plate increases to a drive position, oil will be displaced, 

and the pump will start supplying oil to the hydraulic start motor. 

A.  True   

B.  False  
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5) Cooling  

 

How does the hydraulic start system oil get cooled? 

A.  All returning hydraulic oil is passed through an air-oil heat exchanger before 

entering the reservoir. 

B.  Based on oil temperature, return oil is flowed through or bypassed around the air-

oil heat exchanger before entering the reservoir. 

C.  A small portion of the returning oil from the start motor is diverted through an air-

oil heat exchanger and then to the reservoir.  

D.  Hydraulic oil passes through the air-oil heat exchanger before entering the 

hydraulic start pump. 

6) Start Motor 

 

Hydraulic motor speed is controlled by a variable back pressure control valve. 

A.  True  

B.  False  
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7) SSS Clutch  

 

This component is composed of an inner and an outer race with meshing teeth. What 

is it? 

A.  Air-oil separator motor 

B.  Hydraulic start motor 

C.  Synchro-self shifting clutch 

D.  Torque motor 

8) Clutch Re-engage 

 

Centrifugal pawls on the outer race of the clutch housing will re-engage the clutch as 

the outer race speed decreases below that of the input shaft.  

A.  True   

B.  False 
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Test Answers  

1) B 

2) D 

3) D 

4) A 

5) C 

6) B 

7) C 

8) A 
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Ch10 – Firing  

1. Start Sequence  

 

 
 

a. The startup of the LM2500 gas turbine unit requires four basic sequences. These are pre-

startup inspection, lamp test procedure, manual turbine purge procedure, and automatic 

paralleling startup procedure.  
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2. Prestart 

 

 
 

a. A pre-start inspection is conducted to ensure the gas turbine and its support systems are 

ready for startup. The inspection includes such things as: 

 Verification of proper lube oil and hydraulic oil reservoir levels 

 Proper fuel pressure 

 Checks for leakage 

 Check breaker and switch positions 
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3. Lamp Test   

 

 
 

a. The lamp test button is pushed and all indicating lights are verified to be illuminated. 

Indicating lights that do not illuminate are replaced prior to starting the unit. 

b. Press the ALARM ACK button to extinguish the lamps. 
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4. Electrical Prestarts   

 

 
 

a. At cubicle 1, set the SYNCHRONIZING switch to UTILITY MAN. 

b. Set the BREAKER CONTROL switch for the utility breaker to CLOSE and release. 

c. Above the control switch, verify that the green lamp extinguishes and the red lamp 

illuminates. 

d. At cubicle 2, set the VOLTAGE REGULATOR excitation mode switch to AUTO. 

e. At cubicle 3, verify the READY TO START light is illuminated. 

f. Set the TURBINE CONTROL start mode switch to RUN. 

g. Set the TURBINE CONTROL STOP-START switch to START and release. 
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5. Systems Auto Start 
 

 
 

a. When the unit start switch is activated, start permissives are checked by the control system, 

the generator’s AC oil pump is started, and the hydraulic start AC motor is started. A starting 

cycle indicator will illuminate 5 to 10 seconds after placing the machine in start. 

b. The starter engages and cranks the engine at a low speed for a pre-determined time period 

to verify hydraulic starter operation and to purge the machine of potentially explosive gases. 
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6. Firing Speed  

 

 
 

a. The engine is then accelerated by the hydraulic start system to 1700 rpm.  

b. Natural gas is aligned to the machine and ignited. 

c. After combustion, the natural gas supply is increased, accelerating the gas turbine. 

d. At approximately 4500 rpm, the hydraulic starter disengages and the TURBINE RUNNING 

light illuminates indicating self-sustaining speed. 
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7. Synchronization  

 

 
 

a. Three to four minutes after the gas turbine exceeds 5000 rpm, the READY TO LOAD 

indicator illuminates. This will also indicate that the power turbine and generator speed is 

approximately 3600 rpm. 

b. Generator excitation is initiated automatically. The generator output is paralleled with the 

grid as indicated by the 2 synchronizing lights going out. 
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8. Loading 

 

 
 

a. The generator output breaker closes automatically as indicated by an illuminated red lamp. 

b. Loading the generator is accomplished by raising and lowering of the governor control 

switch on cubicle 3.  
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Main Instrumentation: 

 HP rotor speed (NGG)  -  Alarm 10,100 rpm  /  Trip 10,200 rpm 

o Acceleration limit control – max 332 rpm/second 

 Power turbine speed (NPT)  -  Alarm 3,900 rpm  /  Trip 3,960 rpm 

 T54 Temperature  -  Alarm 1,500 degF  /  Trip 1,530 degF 

Other Instrumentation: 

 Fuel manifold pressure, just downstream of the shutdown valves 

 Fuel pump filter DP 

 Lube oil supply pressure at the pump discharge 

o Low pressure alarm @ 15 psig 

o Low pressure trip @ 6 psig 

 Lube oil supply filter DP 

o Alarm @ 20 psid 

 Lube oil scavenge filter DP 

o Alarm @ 20 psid 

 Lube oil scavenge temperature for A, B, C, D sumps, and accessory gearbox at each line 

near the pump. 

o High temperature alarm @ 300 degF 

 Lube oil scavenge pressure at common discharge line 

o High pressure @ 130 psig 

o Low pressure @ 5 psig 

 Lube oil cooler outlet temperature 

o Alarm @ 250 degF 

 Fuel inlet temperature at ship’s supply line to the turbine 

 Enclosure cooling air outlet temperature 

 

Power lever angle rotary actuator (PLA actuator) – an electro-mechanical device mounted on the 

turbine’s fuel pump that interfaces with the remote turbine control panel and regulates fuel from to 

the turbine. 
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Start Permissives:  (highlights are for the combustion turbine) 

 Prop pitch zero 

 Shaft brake disengaged. 

 Turning gear not engaged 

 Access cover closed. 

 Turbine Starter not motoring. 

 Turbine water wash off. 

 Seawater cooling ON. 

 Gear lube oil ON 

 Turbine bleed air valve closed. 

 Local operating panel not in control 

 Turbine not running. 

o HP rotor speed <1200 rpm 

o T54 < 400 degF 

o Fuel manifold pressure <50 psig 

 Enclosure fans ready – power available 

 Power turbine brake not engaged.  (engages when NPT<250rpm) 

 Fuel supply ON (upstream of the turbine fuel oil pump) 

o At least 1 fuel tank >20% full 

o Fuel supply cutoff valve is open. 

o Fuel supply pressure >8pisg 

 Sequence not in off-line mode – turbine is not shutting down. 

 Coast-down pump off 

 Throttle at idle – fuel oil regulating valve at minimum position. 

 Halon system ready 

 

Start 

 When all permissives are met, the turbine is ready to start. 

 Pneumatic start system abnormal conditions: 

o Air pressure < 35 psig  (normal is 35-41 psig / water wash min is 21 psig) 

o Shutoff valve fails to close – Start air valve not closed when HP rotor >4900 rpm. 

 Auto Sequence Start push button depressed. 

o Start air valve opens. 

o Hp rotor speed start to rise (20 seconds to reach 1200rpm otherwise FALSE START 

issued and the start is aborted) 

 HP rotor reaches 1200 rpm, fuel valves open, igniters energized. 

 Ignition is confirmed when T54 >400 degF.  Fuel pressure will be >50 psig.  (if T54<400 40 

seconds after the fuel valves open, a FALSE START is issued, and the start is aborted) 

 HP rotor speed will increase.  Air Starter valve closes at 4500 rpm. 

 Start complete when HP rotor reaches 4500 rpm.  Idle speed is 4500-5000 rpm. 

 Fuel flow can be increased to turbine limits of T54 OF 1500 deg F, HP rotor speed of 10,000 

rpm, or power turbine speed of 3,900 rpm. 
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Normal Shutdown 

 Stop is initiated. 

 Gas turbine goes to idle speed for 5 minutes. 

 After cooldown, fuel valves close, rotors coast to stop. 

 

Automatic Shutdown: 

 T54 > 1,530 degF 

 Turbine lube oil pump discharge pressure <6 psig 

 Vibration: 

o HP rotor  -  Alarm @ 4mils  /  Trip @ 7mils 

o Power turbine  -  Alarm @ 7mils  /  Trip @ 10mils 

 Flame out is T54 falls below 400 degF if fuel pressure >50 psig and run signal exists. 

 

Motoring of the combustion turbine: 

 Done for maintenance or water wash, hp rotor speed is 1200 rpm. 

 Fuel purge valve is open to drain fuel from the supply piping. 

 

Internal fire Alarm (internal to turbine, not compartment) 

 initiated if T5.4> 700 degF 3 minutes after shutdown.  Most likely leaking fuel through the 

block valves or the block valves stuck open.  Should be temporary as there are other 

isolation valves in the fuel supply. 

 

Other turbine related items: 

 Enclosure heater energized at 60 degF, de-energized at 145 degF. 

o High temperature alarm @ 400 degF. 

 Anti-Icing alarm when ambient temperature is <41 degF and humidity >70 % 
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Test  

1) Startup  

 

The startup of the LM2500 gas turbine unit requires several basic sequences.   

A.  True  

B.  False  

2) Prestart 

 

What is the purpose behind performing prestart inspections? 

A.  To check the unit for cleanliness 

B.  To verify instrumentation is working properly 

C.  To verify weather conditions satisfy the startup requirements 

D.  To verify the gas turbine and its support systems are ready for a startup  
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3) Lamp Test   

 

What is the purpose of conducting a lamp test prior to startup? 

A.  To determine that the light bulb voltage is adequate 

B.  When all lights are verified, a control signal is satisfied, which provides the 

“Ready to Start” indication 

C.  To verify indicating, warning, and alarm light bulbs will illuminate as designed  

D.  It’s required by procedure 

4) Control Cubicles 

 

The TURBINE CONTROL STOP-START switch is located on the LM2500 HMI. 

A.  True  

B.  False  
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5) Purge 

 

Why is the hydraulic start motor held at a low speed for a period of time during the 

startup? 

A.  To allow the air-oil separator an opportunity to remove all the oil mist from the 
sump vents 

B.  To allow the control oil pump pressure to build to normal 

C.  To purge the turbine of potentially explosive gases prior to ignition  

D.  To ensure the lubricating oil is properly warmed 

6) Acceleration 

 

The engine is accelerated by the hydraulic start system to full speed no load.  

A.  True  

B.  False  
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7) FSNL 

 

At what power turbine speed does the “READY TO LOAD” indicator illuminate? 

A.  The power turbine speed is at 5000 rpm 

B.  The power turbine speed is at 1800 rpm  

C.  The power turbine speed is at 3600 rpm 

D.  The power turbine speed is at 3400 rpm 

8) Loading  

 

Loading the generator is accomplished by raising and lowering grid voltage and 

frequency. 

A.  True 

B.  False  
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Test Answers  

1) A 

2) D 

3) C 

4) B 

5) C 

6) B 

7) C 

8) B 
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Chapter 11 - Turbine Troubleshooting: 

 Turbine is does not turn (or motor): 

o Check air start pressure. 

o Check that the air start valve is opening. 

o Verify is the speed sensors are working properly, if lube oil pressure is rising (or 

compressor discharge pressure), confirming that the rotor is turning, the speed 

sensor may have failed. 

o If the turbine has been recently shutdown and is hot, let it cool for an additional 30 

minutes and re-attempt to turn.  In this case, the turbine rotor blades are contacting 

the casing. 

o Further troubleshooting includes check operation of the starter, checking the 

accessory gearbox, or seized seals due to unequal thermal contraction (this requires 

a 3-hour cooldown period).  Check lube oil pump strainers and chip detectors for 

damage to the internal seals.  High temperatures could have been caused by battle 

mode, which increases T54 limits. 

o After the 3-hour period, motor the turbine at low speed (maintenance), if it does not 

turn, the gearbox will require in-depth troubleshooting.  If the turbine is free, then 

start the turbine and operate at idle speed for 5 minute, shutdown, and listed for 

unusual noise during coasting. 

 

 Turbine fails to reach maximum motoring speed (4200 rpm): 

o Allow a 30-minute cooldown, then re-start. 

o Check air start pressure. 

o Check that the air start valve is opening. 

o  Verify is the speed sensors are working properly, if lube oil pressure is rising (or 

compressor discharge pressure), confirming that the rotor is turning, the speed 

sensor may have failed. 

o Replace the starter.  If after replacement the speed is still low, perform borescope 

inspection of the compressor and turbine. 

 

 Failure of the turbine to light off: 

o Verify fuel pressure exists at ignition speed. 

o Perform testing on the igniter to verify operation, including the digital signal from the 

control system. 

 

 Turbine fails to accelerate to idle speed: 

o Check for proper fuel pressure based on turbine speed. 

o Check that the bleed air is secured. 

o Check fuel exists. 

o Check that the fuel control system is working properly (mounted on fuel pump), 

include mechanical devices and output parameters (pressure and flow).   
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 Idle speed out of limits 

o Check the HP rotor speed sensor. 

o Check fuel pressure and fuel flow. 

o Check VSV scheduling, do angles match the charts. 

 

 Compressor stall or high T54 during acceleration or deceleration: 

o Check for icing conditions or ice at the inlet. 

o Check for proper fuel pressure and flow. 

o Check for damage, borescope: 

 Compressor blades and vanes 

 Combustion liner  

o Check for movement of the VSVs. 

 

 High turbine speed, low power, low T54: 

o VSVs may be completely or partially closed.  Check VSV position schedule. 

o Perform a borescope inspection on the compressor, check for damaged blades and 

vanes. 

 High turbine speed, low power, high T54: 

o Check for conditions for a water wash procedure.  Perform if necessary. 

o Check for VSV position schedule. 

 

 Compressor performance loss >25 degF (compressor discharge temperature) 

o Perform compressor water wash. 

o Check VSV schedule performance. 

o Perform a borescope inspection for internal turbine damage. 

 

 HP compressor/turbine high vibration or power turbine high vibration: 

o Check the physical condition of the vibration sensors and that they secured properly. 

o Check the turbine’s mounts are secure. 

o Test the vibration sensors for proper operation. 

o Inspect the lube oil scavenge screens and chip detectors for debris. 

o Perform a compressor water wash if inspection reveals dirty blades and vanes. 

 

 High or low lube oil pressure: 

o High-pressure, check for obstructions in the supply piping from the pump to each 

bearing.  Possible plugged jet tip. 

o Check for a failed lube oil pump. 

o Low-pressure, check the oil filter differential pressure and supply line for leaks.  

Possible failed pump. 

o High scavenge oil pressure, check the scavenge oil filter differential pressure, check 

anti-static check valve for sticking, fouling, or contamination. 

o Zero scavenge oil pressure, shutdown the turbine as this is an indication of a failed 

pump, flooding of the sumps may occur.   
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 High scavenge oil temperature: 

o If a differential temperature between lube oil and scavenge oil reaches 30 degF, the 

turbine should be shutdown for investigation.  There may be a problem with the 

scavenge system or within the turbine bearing sumps (failed seals, jet tips, or 

bearings). 

o High scavenge temperature on all scavenge lines, compare to oil supply, check 

cooling system, and check lube oil tank level. 

o If the high scavenge temperature exists on just one line, check the screen for debris.  

Also, check the temperature instrument for proper operation. 

o Check for proper operation of the pump, it may have failed. 

 

 High lube oil consumption: 

o Check for leaks on the compartment floor, clean and repair. 

o Check the air-oil separator, it may be discharging oil; replace the separator. 

o Check the vent line from the oil tank, it may not be capturing oil. 

o Check the turbine’s exhaust gas color for leakage into the combustion system.  The 

turbine will produce white smoke at low rpms and black smoke at high rpms.  

Normally, the exhaust should be clear. 

o Check the oil drains from each sump, if any excessive leakage is found, isolate and 

correct the cause.  Turbine shutdown will be required if the seals within have failed. 
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Chapter 12 - Combustion Turbine Maintenance: 
 

Safety Notes before entering the turbine enclosure: 

 Ensure the engine is locked out. 

 Keep the enclosure door open. 

 De-activate the fire extinguishing system. 

 Prevent prolonged exposure of the skin with the lube oil as it may cause dermatitis, wash 

thoroughly after contact, and wash clothing which may be saturated. 

 Follow all site-specific safety policies regarding lock out tag out and confined space entry. 

 

Daily: 

 Turbine lube oil tank level 

 Check for lube oil leaks. 

 

Weekly Inspections: 

 Check compressor efficiency for the need of compressor water wash procedure. 

o T54 must be <200 degF, cooling time can expediated by motoring the turbine. 

o If the turbine cannot be shutdown, a detergent-less online water wash may be 

conducted. 

o If ambient temperature is <50 degF, isopropyl alcohol should be added to the 

solution to prevent freezing. 

 Inspect the turbine compartment for leaks or any abnormal damage. 

 Inspect the Variable stator system: 

o Check the components for oil leakage. 

o Check that all components are properly fixed.  No loose fasteners. 

o Check for any damage or wear. 

o Inspect the cables brackets for cracks or damage. 

o Inspect and adjust if necessary, the actuator ring spacers (devices that keep the 

actuating ring concentric with the compressor).  Refer to the O&M manual for 

clearances. 

 Inspect the exterior of the turbine: 

o Check for excessive dirt buildup, especially on VSV system. 

o If necessary to clean, use potable water.  Refer to O&M on specifics for the cleaning 

agent as there are titanium alloy parts which may not be compatible. 

 Inspect the Vibration Sensors: 

o Check the housing for damage, replace if necessary. 

o Check the cover screws are properly fastened.  Screws should be tightened 8 – 9 

lb/in. 

o Check the three mounting bolts, torque to 24-27 lb/in. 

o Check the bolts that secure the mounting bracket to the turbine.  On compressor, 

torque 160 – 180 lb/in, on turbine mid frame 80-90 lb/in. 

o Inspect the sensor cable connection.  Should only be hand tight. 
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Every 500 hours: 

 Check the turbine mounts for any loose fasteners or any abnormal condition. 

 Check electrical harness leads and cables for security, burning, or chafing. 

 Check the VSV control linkage for freedom of movement, rod end wear, and security. 

 Check the lube oil pump magnetic plugs for particle accumulation. 

 Check the turbine fuel and oil plumbing line to and on turbine for security, chafing, and 

leakage. 

Monthly Maintenance: 

 Sample and have analyzed a lube oil sample. 

Every 1,000 hours: 

 Pneumatic Starter Service: 

o If the starter is a model with continuous lubrication, the service is not required. 

o Refer to the O&M manual for the proper specification of the replacement oil. 

o Remove the relief valve. 

o Place a drain pan beneath the starter and remove the drain plug, allow the starter to 

drain completely. 

o Re-install the drain plug and tighten to 135 – 150 lb/in. 

o Measure the drained oil using a beaker and record.  400cc or greater is expected.  If 

it is <400cc, inspect the fill port, drain plug, and relief valve for signs of leakage.  If 

there are no signs of leakage: 

 If oil drained is 300-400cc, the starter must be serviced every 6 weeks or 700 

hours of operation. 

 If oil drained is <300cc, replace the starter. 

o Visually inspect the oil for contamination and perform oil analysis. 

o If metal particles are found, replace the starter. 

o Refill the starter: 

 Pour 900cc of new oil. 

o Replace the o-rings for the relief valve and re-install.  Tighten to 135 – 150 ln/in. 

See next page for pneumatic starter drawing. 
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From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference: 

 

 

Every 2,000 hours Maintenance: 

 Fuel filters: 

o Change the fuel filter on the fuel pump. 

o Check the fuel pump for cleanliness and damage. 
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Every 6 months or 4,000 hours:  Stage 1 compressor mid-span damper inspection: 

 

 Determining frequency of the inspection: 

o If the turbine operates above 8000 rpm 100% of its operating time, the inspection 

should be conducted semi-annually. 

o If the turbine operation is at 8000 rpm or less, first inspection should be done at 

5,000 hours and then 2,000 hours thereafter. 

 Remove borescope plugs.  The procedure requires only 2 blades per stage to be inspected.  

The turbine will require turning to inspect all blades. 

 Inspect each blade for the following: 

o Cracks or torn metal 

o Dents, depth and radius. 

o Any crushing deformation 

o Chips 

o Tip curl 

 Refer to the O&M for specification for tolerances on the items that may be found. 
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Every 6 months or 4,000 hours:  Semi-annual Maintenance 

 Turbine exterior inspection and cleaning: 

o Inspect all tubes, hoses, and cables: 

 Cracks, splits 

 Wrinkles, kinks in bends 

 Dents, flat areas 

 Nicks, scores 

 Fitting leakage and looseness 

 Broken braid wires 

 Crimps 

 Fasteners, mounting and wiring. 

 Electrical connection fracture or corrosion 

o Inspect the inlet duct and center body: 

 Cracks, nicks, scores, dents, 

 Missing paint, plugged water wash discharge holes, 

 Dirty surfaces 

 Loose fasteners 

 Leakage at water inlet 

o Inspect the transfer gearbox: 

 Cracks, nicks, scores, 

 Leaking plugs or fittings, 

 Missing or broken safety wire, 

 Stud thread damage or looseness 

o Inspect the compressor front frame: 

 Dents, nicks, scratches, gouges, 

 Check threaded pads, ports, bosses for damaged threads, 

 Check mounts for cracks. 

o Inspect the compressor stator case and variable vane components: 

 Borescope inspection should be conducted if bulges or hot spots are found. 

 Check the casing for cracks, grooves worn in by actuation ring spacers, 

 Hot spots, bulges, 

 Nicks, gouges, and scratches on casing skin, flanges, etc. 

 Check vane locknuts for thread damage, loss of self-locking, missing dry film 

lubricant, vane lever arm for security, distortion, bending, pin hole elongation, 

or cracks, 

 Check connecting link for cracks, pin hole wear, wear at rod bearing 

mounting hole, wear at locating pin, loose bolts, broke link, nicks, dents, 

 Check the vane assembly for looseness, bent lower arms, misassembled 

lever arms,  

 Check rod end bearings at clevis assembly for cracks, freedom of movement, 

looseness, 

 Check for any missing, broken, or loose safety wire, interference of safety 

wire, and loose lock nut. 
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o Inspect the compressor rear frame: 

 Check flanges for cracks in bolt holes, 

 Pads for cracks, nicks, scores, thread damage, 

 Tubes for cracks, nicks, scratches, dents, 

 Strut pads for cracks, nicks, scratches, dents, 

 Outer casing for cracks, dents, nicks, scratches, bosses for thread damage, 

hot spot discoloration. 

 Casing bulges 

o Inspect the turbine mid-frame exterior: 

 Cracks, nicks, scores, thread damage, 

 Tubes for cracks, nicks, scratches, dents, 

 Outer casing for cracks, dents, nicks, scratches, bosses for thread damage, 

hot spot discoloration. 

 Casing bulges 

 Borescope the liner and check for cracks, missing material, buckling, or 

distortion. 

o Inspect the power turbine stator case: 

 Check the front flange for cracking at bolt holes, cracks, nicks, scores, or 

scratches, 

 Check the rear flange for cracking at bolt holes, cracks, nicks, scores, or 

scratches. 

o Inspect the turbine rear frame: 

 Check the case for cracks, nicks, scores, scratches, and dents, 

 Check the struts for nicks, scores, scratches, and dents, 

 Check strut faring for loose or missing rivets, 

 Check mounts for cracks. 

o Inspect accessories for security, damage, or leakage. 

o Refer to the O&M manual for tolerances to determine repair or replacement 

actions. 
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 Compressor Inlet Inspection:  

o Inspect IGV, stage 1, and stage 2 shrouds (area on the casing where the vanes 

rotate) 

 Remove the inlet duct. 

 Fully open the variable vanes. 

 Using a borescope, inspect the stage 2 trailing side inner shroud.  Record 

conditions noted. 

 Remove the borescope and repeat at 8 equally spaced locations around the 

shroud. 

 Remove the borescope and repeat the previous steps for the stage 1 and 

IGV shrouds.  Note, wear on IGV stage will not occur without wear on the 

other stages. 

 Refer to the O&M manual to determine category of wear and actions to take. 

o With upper forward compressor stator case open, inspect the VSV liner shrouds and 

bushings for wear: 

 Look for cracks, bulges, or wear.  Any of these conditions will require 

replacement of the shroud. 

 Check the shrouds for visible wear, indication of vane movement (elongation 

of the recess), if the shrouds are no longer centered. 

 Inspect for protrusion of shroud bushing material. 

 Inspect for dirt, soot, or grime. 

 Refer to the O&M manual to determine the category of wear and action 

required. 

o Inspect the stage 1 rotor blade mid-span shroud wear pads. 

o Log any discrepancies found. 

o Check blades and vanes for corrosion, cleanliness, and foreign object damage. 

o Check the compressor inlet temperature probe for corrosion, cleanliness, and 

damage. 
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 Borescope inspection of the turbine: 

o The turbine must be cooled and properly locked out before conduction a borescope 

inspection.  Refer to specific site instructions. 

o Performance of the borescope inspection includes the following areas: 

 Compressor stator stage 3 

 Compressor stator stage 9 

 Compressor stator stage 15 

 Compressor rear frame – 6 ports 

 Compressor rear frame stage 1 

 Compressor rear frame stage 2 

 Turbine mid-frame, PT5.4 ports. 

o Refer to the O&M manual to determine the tolerances and  

 

 

From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference: 
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 Turbine Exhaust Inspection: 

o Ensure that the turbine is properly locked out per specific site instructions. 

o Ensure that the turbine has been cooled below 120 degF. 

o Inspect the duct area for loose parts. 

o Inspect the turbine rear frame, power turbine blades, vanes, exhaust duct, outer 

cone, and inner deflector for cracks, security, deposits, and damage. 

o Log all discrepancies. 
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 Variable Stator System Inspection: 

o Inspect the system components for oil leakage, security, damage, or wear. 

o Inspect the cable brackets for cracks or any damage. 

o Check the vane schedule per O&M Instructions, this will require actuating the system 

to ensure that it reaches both open and closed positions. 

o Inspect and adjust if necessary, the actuator ring spacers (8 per stage) to ensure 

they are concentric.  Refer to the O&M manual for specifications on proper 

alignment. 
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 Lube and Scavenge Pump Inlet Screen Inspection and Cleaning: 

o Place proper containment and cleaning materials under the lube oil pump to contain 

oil that will be draining. 

o Remove each screen one at a time.  Remove the o-rings and discard. 

o Inspect each screen for foreign material and damage.  Replace any damaged 

screens. If debris is found, perform the following: 

 Identify the source of debris. 

 Attempt to identify the material, such as bearing material, seal material, etc.  

this may lead to replacement of those parts. 

o Clean the screens with a solvent and bristle brush. 

o Lubricate new o-rings with turbine oil and install on the screens. 

o Refer to the O&M Manual for specifications and direction on actions. 
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 Lube Oil Testing: 

o This is done while the turbine is at idle speed.  There is no specific point to take this 

sample, can be taken from outside the turbine compartment. 

o Take an oil sample using a clean container. 

o Label as follows: 

 Location, turbine serial number, oil type, and date. 

o Send the sample to analyze for: 

 Total acid number (limit 2.0) 

 Viscosity (max change @100F, +25%, -10%) 

 Water 

 Mineral oil (5% max) 

o If limits are exceeded, completely drain the lube oil system and replace. 

 

 Lube oil filters: 

o Remove, inspect, and replace the lube oil supply filters. 

o Remove, inspect, and replace the scavenge oil filters. 
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 Fuel Nozzle Inspection: 

o Remove the fuel nozzles at the 6 and 12 o’clock positions. 

o Inspect the nozzles for burning, erosion, plugged orifices, and carbon buildup.  If any 

of these conditions are noted, remove the remaining nozzles, and inspect. 

o Replace nozzles which are burned or eroded. 

o Clean all nozzles that have plugged orifices or excessive carbon buildup. 

o Re-install the nozzles. 

o Perform a leak check before operation. 
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 Testing Power Turbine T54 Thermocouples: 

o Check temperature indication, motor the turbine to cool if the reading is above 200 

degF. 

o Disconnect each thermocouple one at a time and measure the resistance at pins A 

to B at connector J5.  Resistance should be 1.7 to 2.15 ohms.  If the measurement is 

within specification, re-connect the thermocouple, it is good.   If out of limits, continue 

to next step.  Some turbines will have individual cables for each thermocouple to a 

local junction box.  The testing can be done at the thermocouple leads instead. 

o Measure the continuity and insulation resistance per the table below.  Replace each 

thermocouple out of limits.  Once replaced, test per previous step to verify the 

resistance is within limits. 

o Reconnect the leads. 

 

From NAVEDTRA 14114 Training Manual Reference: 

Below is one type of thermocouple arrangement where each corner of the turbine has a group of 

thermocouples and are tested through a common connection. 
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The type of thermocouples on this machine can be tested individually at the terminals. 
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 Spark Ignitor Inspection: 

o Remove both spark igniters. 

o Inspect the cable for damage 

o Visually inspect and replace if any of the following are present: 

 center electrode is eroded >0.63in. 

 radial cracks or pieces are missing from the ceramic 

 insulator is broken, cracked, or loose on the terminal end. 
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Yearly:  Power Turbine Overspeed Testing: 

 Overspeed circuitry function test:  Each board has a test generator with an output frequency 

above the highest PT speed to ensure a proper test. When you depress the test button, the 

overspeed indicator on the turbine control console lights and the fuel shutdown valves de-

energize (close). 

 Speed limit test function. When you depress the speed limit test push button, the electronics 

lowers the speed limit to 75 percent of the normal speed limit and permits testing the speed 

limit circuitry without over-speeding the PT. 

 

Major Repair Work: 

The turbine manufacturer provides a list of maintenance items classified as level 1 or level 2.  Items 

listed as level 2 involve removal and preparation for shipping of the turbine.  Level 1 maintenance 

covers most equipment on the turbine and is not considered overhaul type work. 

 Replacement of Variable vane actuator 

 Replacement of Variable stator feedback cable  

 Replacement of servo valve  

 Replacement of fuel nozzles 

 Replacement of lube and scavenge pump. 

 Replacement of spark igniters  

 Replacement of air/oil separator,  

 Replacement of hydraulic supply pump  

 Replacement of pneumatic starter 

 Replacement of fuel manifolds 

 Replacement of fuel pump 

 Replacement of air/oil cooler 

 Sensors: 

o Replacement of flame sensors 

o Replacement of speed sensor 

o Replacement of speed pickup, at gearbox 

o Replacement of power turbine speed transducer 

o Replacement of comp inlet temp sensor 

o Replacement of lube system temp sensors 

o Replacement of power turbine vibration transducer 

o Replacement of accelerometer 

o Replacement of pressure probes, PT2 and PT5.4 

o Replacement of thermocouple leads and harnesses. 


